Paladin Services
Unparalleled Expertise
CSI helps businesses eliminate IT worries and reduce maintenance efforts
with seamless, scalable solutions built on the expertise we’ve established
over the last 30 years.

Managing Your Peace of Mind
In today’s world, IT is the backbone of your business. But constant changes,
increasing complexity and security threats make running your IT systems
more difficult. Paladin reduces operational expenses and maximizes staffing
resources by allowing our experts to be responsible for the management
and maintenance of your IT infrastructure so you can focus on running
your business.

The Extra Mile
Anyone can wait for a problem to occur and respond. Rather than allow a
major failure to occur, we go the extra mile to identify and solve potential
problems before they become mission-critical issues.
Let CSI help you manage your network, servers, communication systems
and remote office connectivity with Paladin. Our suite of IT services can help
you stay competitive with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Round-the-clock monitoring of your most vital systems
Remote diagnosis and resolution of issues before they become critical
Secure, remote access of your network worldwide
Updated protection from potential threats to your network
Protection of your most critical business data
Strategic approach to your IT infrastructure as you grow

The Paladin suite of IT management services includes:
• Remote Monitoring
• Remote Support

• E-Mail Defense
• Web Defense

• E-Mail Archiving
• Remote Backup

Our Promise
By partnering with CSI, our clients know the job will be done right the first time, every time, with minimal interruption.
With CSI you’ll never have to go it alone.
That’s our promise.

Partner With Us
It’s time to put our experience to work for you and enjoy the confidence that comes from having the right IT professionals behind you.
To find out more about how CSI can help you, contact us today.
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